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H0-12/2020 fi5-21.06.2020 HTRI 379/411/34 HTO O f�o ga JMMR. 2004 

Act. 4/54 JMPIMTS Rule-2017 Act. 7/13 q T6q TT }aER a T 

CG14MF - 9614, afeH ViO- MBNABAEXKHRB00577 HTet5 TT HTTR 

HH ATHad-2004 (qem) VHZMeT) y-4 ya 54 MMDR Act. 1957 

eTRT-4 a 21 TT Jharkhand Minerals Prevention of Illegal Mining Transportatioon 

and Storage Rules-2017 H-7 ya 13 TE HTfGr5 fàv H qrT TYT 

The Jharkhand Minerals (Prevention of Illegal Mining, Transportation and 

Storage) 2017 Rule 7 JE iftpa i f 
(1) "No person other than a dealer or a mining lease holder shall buy or store or 

sell or offer for sale or engage in any transaction of buying, selling, processing any 
mineral at any place or transport mineral for commercial gain without being 

registered as a dealer." 
() Rule 11 (V) à 3rTHN Any minerals tool equipment, vehicle or any thing 

seized shall be liable to be confiscated by an order of the court of the Deputy 

Commissioner of the concerned district and shall be disposed of in accordance with 

direction of such court. 



() National Green Tribunal Principal Bench New Delhi a sae 
Principal Bench New Delhi à Ta 

in-360/2015 HareT A 15.01.2021 E 357 f Tai "Another issue 

FH0-3 

bearing on the enforcement mechanism is the action against the vehicles used in 

illegal sand mining. Seizure of such vehicles is required and release of seized 
vehicles lightly defeats the purpose of the coercive measures. Since the vehicles are 

in a way weapon of offence,the same cannot be dealt with in the manner disputed 
property is dealt with under section 451 Cr.PC. by releasing the same in favour of 

the ostensible owner by taking an entrustment ndemnity bond/sapurdginama. 
Sujit Kumar Rana'" 
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